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Transport me™ is the benchmark system in the

Australasian Bus Industry, trusted by

Goverments, Bus Operators and Schools.  Both

QLD TMR and TfNSW have contracted our

patented Next Gen Software Solution and is in

use in over 1000 schools and bus companies

since 2013. With over 7 decades of experience

in the Bus Industry, Transport me™ provides a

comprehensive and innovative solution that

includes features such as Ticketing, GPS

Tracking, Smartcards, Driver Compliance,

Vehicle Maintenance, and more through apps

and tablets. Our solution is designed to meet

the needs of the education sector, and we are

committed to providing a reliable and cost-

effective transportation solution for Schools

and Bus Operators.



Our Mission
Our mission at Transportme is to provide a cost-effective

and reliable transportation solution for schools and bus

operators. We aim to streamline the process and enhance

the overall experience for everyone involved by

leveraging the latest technology and industry best

practices. Our goal is to empower schools and bus

operators to focus on delivering safe and efficient

transportation for their students while making a positive

impact on the communities we serve.

Our Services

The Transportme passenger app offers a range of

useful features, including free bus tracking, live

alerts for child's boarding and de-boarding

patterns, and push notifications for delayed

buses. Notably, it also allows users to

conveniently top up their Smartcards directly

from the app.

For Parents & Students

Our solution enables schools to track student

buses, reconcile payments with Smartcards,

create electronic manifests, and send live alerts

to parents and schools. It's a versatile tool for

managing student transportation needs, including

regular travel, excursions, and other events.

For Schools

Our fleet management solution is affordable and

comprehensive, with 7-second live tracking and

instant report generation. Users can send

messages, while drivers complete pre and end-of-

shift checks. Additionally, it includes vehicle

maintenance, ticketing, Smartcard capabilities, a

duress alarm, GPS tracking, overspeed alerts,

electronic student manifests, route guidance, and

work diaries.

For Bus Operators

Easily schedule work with the
Service Calander

Our passenger app allows Parents to easily
track buses in real time

A complete driver console


